Structure determination of monolayer-by-monolayer grown La$_{1-x}$Sr$_x$MnO$_3$ thin films and the onset of magnetoresistance
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Surface x-ray diffraction was used to determine the atomic structures of La$_{1-x}$Sr$_x$MnO$_3$ thin films, grown monolayer by monolayer on SrTiO$_3$ by pulsed laser deposition. Structures for one-, two-, three-, four-, six-, and nine-monolayer-thick films were solved using the Coherent Bragg rod analysis phase-retrieval method and subsequent structural refinement. Four important results were found. First, the out-of-plane lattice constant is elongated across the substrate-film interface. Second, the transition from substrate to film is not abrupt, but proceeds gradually over approximately three unit cells. Third, Sr segregates towards the topmost monolayer of the film: we determined a Sr-segregation enthalpy of $-15$ kJ/mol from the occupation parameters. Finally, the electronic bandwidth $W$ was used to explain the onset of magnetoresistance for films of nine or more monolayers thickness. Resistivity measurements of the nine monolayer-thick film confirm magnetoresistance and the presence of a dead layer with mostly insulating properties.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ferromagnetic manganites were first investigated by Jonker and van Santen in 1950, but have attracted renewed interest in recent years since the discovery that they exhibit colossal magnetoresistance (CMR).

Doped manganites with the perovskite structure and chemical composition RE$_{1-x}$AE$_x$MnO$_3$, where RE is a rare earth and AE is a divalent alkaline earth, show rich phase diagrams, due to the complex interplay of charge, spin, lattice, and orbital degrees of freedom. Their interesting physical properties have not only triggered renewed scientific interest in these compounds, but also show potential for many technological applications such as spin electronics or magnetic sensors. Thin films are best suited for these demands.

The ongoing trend of miniaturization means that novel materials in the form of thin films are very important for any technological application. Surface and interface effects can set a lower limit to downsizing devices that exploit bulk effects. These mainly structural considerations become particularly important in ultrathin films, where surface and interface relaxations can involve a significant fraction of the film volume and hence fundamentally change the physical properties. An exact knowledge of the atomic positions is therefore of great importance for the design of nanoscaled devices.

Bulk La$_{1-x}$Sr$_x$MnO$_3$ (LSMO) at an optimal doping of $x = 1/3$ shows the transition from a paramagnetic insulator to a ferromagnetic metal at temperatures as high as $T_C = 370$ K. The Mn site has a mixed valence state of $x$ Mn$^{3+}$ (holes) and $(1-x)$ Mn$^{4+}$, leading to degenerate high-spin $t_{2g}^2$ and $t_{2g}^2e_g^1$ states of the MnO$_6$ octahedra, respectively, due to the large Hund exchange energy of $J_H \approx 2.5$ eV in the crystal field. The electrons can hop between adjacent Mn ions, as described by Zener’s double-exchange mechanism and thus mediate the long-range ferromagnetic ground state of the metallic conductor. Additionally, as the electronic ground state of the Mn$^{3+}$ sites is degenerate, a Jahn-Teller distortion breaks the octahedral symmetry and lowers the energy.

In thin films, however, the transport properties of LSMO change dramatically. The typical shape of the metal-insulator transition of the bulk changes to a more semiconductorlike behavior of the resistivity curve in ultrathin films, with resistivities in the low temperature regime being approximately four orders of magnitude higher. This has been explained by the presence of an electrical “dead layer” at the substrate-film interface. Nevertheless, such films still exhibit magnetoresistive behavior. Our intention is thus to use exact atomic coordinates to correlate the structure with the transport properties, in order to determine a minimum thickness for the onset of magnetoresistance.

In this work, we present a detailed structure determination via surface x-ray diffraction (SXRD) of thin LSMO films of 1-, 2-, 3-, 4-, 6-, and 9-monolayer (ML) thickness, grown by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) pseudomorphically on (001) SrTiO$_3$ (STO; cubic lattice constant $a_{STO} = 3.905$ Å). A structural study of different film thicknesses has enabled us to monitor the evolution of the growth of thin films with sub-Å resolution, revealing interesting structural features.

The main results of the structure determination are (i) the observation of a dilation of the interface perpendicular to the
surface, in contrast to the compression that one would intuitively expect due to the tensile in-plane stress of LSMO [quasicubic lattice constant of $a_{\text{LSMO}}=3.875$ Å ($x=0.35$) (Ref. 4)] grown on STO; (ii) the formation of a nonabrupt interface that is used to derive a general picture of how the film stoichiometry becomes established; (iii) the enrichment of Sr in the topmost layer of the film surface with an approximate estimate of the segregation enthalpy based on occupation parameters; and (iv) the fact that magnetoresistance can be observed in films with nine or more ML thickness, explained by considerations of the electronic bandwidth using the structural data and by comparison with the bulk properties.

**II. METHODS**

**A. Experiment**

1. **Pulsed laser deposition**

LSMO thin films were grown in an *in situ* PLD chamber mounted on a surface x-ray diffractometer. The films were deposited on STO(001) substrates with low vicinality ($<0.1^\circ$) prepared by an established chemical and thermal treatment to ensure TiO$_2$ termination.

We used the fourth harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser (10 Hz, 266 nm, 5 ns, 2 J cm$^{-2}$) as the ablation source, in conjunction with a synchronized N$_2$O gas pulse ($1.5 \times 10^{-2}$ Pa, average pressure) and an O$_2$ background ($2 \times 10^{-2}$ Pa). These conditions led to films of high crystallinity.

Film growth was monitored by recording the reflected x-ray signal at the (0 0 1/2) position of the specular crystal truncation rod (CTR). The laser was operated in an interrupted mode, in which short bursts of ablation (typically 12 shots, the minimum required to ensure the conservation of the chosen stoichiometry of $x=0.35$) are separated by a period of several tens of seconds, in order to let the surface thermally relax. After deposition, the films were quenched in oxygen.

Here, we report on films that are 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 9 MLs thick. Henceforth, we refer to a film of $y$ ML thickness (i.e., the substrate surface covered by an LSMO layer of exactly $y$ unit cells in height) as LSMO $y$, e.g., the 4-ML-thick film is LSMO 4. The films were grown on three different STO substrates 1, 2, and 3, as described in Table I.

2. **Surface x-ray diffraction**

Surface x-ray diffraction experiments were carried out at the surface diffraction station of the Materials Science Beamline at the Swiss Light Source, Paul Scherrer Institut. The growth chamber contains a large beryllium window, enabling *in situ* data acquisition. The (2+3) surface diffractometer is equipped with a fast, single photon-counting 2D x-ray pixel detector. We used 1-Å synchrotron radiation and a fixed incidence angle of 0.15°, slightly below the critical angle of 0.20°, in order to enhance the surface signal.

After every deposition, we recorded a large SXRD data set, typically consisting of ten inequivalent and about five equivalent CTRs (see Table I for details). From the pixel images, the integrated intensities were extracted and standard geometrical correction factors applied. Thus we obtained about 400 nonequivalent structure factors for each thickness, resulting in systematic errors ranging from 5 to 17 %, primarily attributable to mechanical distortions (e.g., bending of the substrate) produced by the heater/clamping mechanism.

The data span reciprocal space in $l$ and $|l|$ from 0 to 4. Perpendicular to the surface, we selected reflections with $0.5 \leq |l| \leq 3$, in order to account for the sampling resolution along $l$, the quality of the STO substrates, and the angle of incidence, as reasoned elsewhere. None of the films showed reconstructions.

3. **Ex situ characterization**

(a) **Rutherford backscattering.** Rutherford backscattering (RBS) experiments were carried out using a 2-MeV $^4$He beam and a silicon surface barrier detector at a scattering angle of 165°. The background was subtracted using a recently developed fitting procedure. For thicker films of the order several tens of nm (not presented here) grown using the same conditions as described in Sec. II A 1, the elemental composition could be determined using the RUMP program. For very thin films consisting of only a few MLs, however, the RBS analysis for Sr and O fails. Nevertheless, the stoichiometry could be obtained by element-specific integration of the backscattering signal of La and Mn and their correlation to the integrated signals of the thicker films, under the assumption that the backscattering yield for thin films is proportional to that for thick, more bulklike films.

In addition, RBS channeling experiments yielded information on the growth quality and crystallographic defects such as dislocations or interface roughness. A representative channeling spectrum of a 130-nm-thick LSMO film can be found in Ref. 13.

(b) **X-ray reflectivity.** We recorded x-ray reflectivity (XRR) curves at a wavelength of 1 Å in order to determine the thickness of LSMO 6 and LSMO 9. The reflected signal for each incident angle was integrated and corrected for the

**Table I. Details of SXRD data sets and refinement parameters.** Film thicknesses are given in MLs and STO denotes the used substrate. The number of inequivalent (ineq.) and equivalent (eq.) structure factors (SFs) are given with the number of measured CTRs in brackets. $\epsilon$ is the systematic error and $P$ is the number of fit parameters used with the resulting oversampling factor ($O$). The final $R$ factor $R(|F|)$ after structure refinement is given. The surface occupation ($SO$) is in fractions of a ML.

| Film | STO | Ineq. | Eq. | $\epsilon$ (%) | $P$ | $O$ | $R(|F|)$ (%) | SO |
|------|-----|------|----|--------------|----|-----|----------------|----|
| 1    | 1   | 369(10) | 211(5) | 17.1 | 36 | 10.3 | 13.3 | 0.897 |
| 2    | 1   | 408(11) | 316(9) | 9.6  | 48 | 8.5  | 8.2  | 0.920 |
| 3    | 1   | 369(10) | 157(4) | 5.3  | 60 | 6.2  | 8.3  | 0.891 |
| 4    | 2   | 418(11) | 303(9) | 16.4 | 72 | 5.8  | 16.4 | 0.925 |
| 6    | 3   | 375(10) | 315(6) | 11.2 | 96 | 3.9  | 10.3 | 0.999 |
| 9    | 3   | 1029(10)| 0(0)  | 11.2 | 132| 7.8  | 10.2 | 1.005 |

*Due to the lack of equivalent reflections, $\epsilon$ was assumed to be the same as for LSMO 6 on the same STO sample 3.*
footprint of the x-ray beam on the sample surface. The reflectivity curves were fit using the program GENX.\textsuperscript{21}

(c) X-ray diffraction. Laboratory-based $\theta$=2$\theta$ scans using Cu $K\alpha$ radiation confirmed single crystal growth along the (001) axis.

(d) Resistivity. The resistivity was measured using the four-point method in a customized sample holder. We used a Quantum Design model 6000 physical properties measurement system (PPMS) to measure the electrical resistance $R$ without and with an applied field of $B$=5 T perpendicular to the film surface. Every point was measured 25 times, and the standard deviation was calculated. Before the resistivity measurements, LSMO 3, 4, and 9 were annealed in pure, flowing oxygen at 900 °C for 3 h in order to enhance the transport properties of the thin film.

![Graph](http://example.com/graph.png)

**FIG. 1.** (Color online) COBRA results for LSMO 4. (a) The electron density (ED) map obtained by the COBRA phasing method, showing the plane along $z$ containing the La, Sr, and O2 atoms. (b) The cumulative displacement $\Delta z$ of the atoms from the reference frame of bulk STO (top), the distances $d$ between neighboring atoms of the same element across the substrate-film interface (middle), and the integrated electron densities of the Gaussian-like features in the ED maps (bottom). Uncertainties in $\Delta z$ and $d$ are estimated to be ±0.03 Å, while the electron densities are accurate to ±5%.

B. Structural analysis

Coherent Bragg rod analysis (COBRA) is a direct phase-retrieval algorithm for SXRD data.\textsuperscript{25} The COBRA method is generally applicable to systems that are periodic in two dimensions, aperiodic in the third, and commensurate with the underlying substrate. COBRA provides a 3D electron density map of the system with sub-Å resolution. For each film thickness, a reference structure consisting of an undistorted film and substrate with bulk positions and nominal thickness was refined. It was found that fitting the positions of La and Sr, as well as Ti and Mn, each used a common position parameter. Every atom from $z$>−1 up to the surface was assigned an individual isotropic Debye-Waller (DW) factor. For $z$≤−1, the sites of each atom type had element-specific isotropic DW factors for Sr, Ti, and O. The occupation parameters of La and Sr, and Ti and Mn were refined with the restriction that the total occupation per site had to be unity. We modeled an incomplete (or “overcomplete”) ML coverage that might occur in the PLD growth process by allowing the top monolayer\textsuperscript{26} of the film to have a noninteger occupation [see the surface occupation (SO) column in Table I]. This parameter also accounts for possible surface roughness, although the root mean square roughness is known to be only 1 to 2 Å for films of several tens of nanometers thickness.\textsuperscript{7,27}

### III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Film characterization

1. Thickness of the films

For all LSMO films, the thickness was apparent from the growth oscillations. For the thicker films, however, we additionally used XRR to verify the thickness. Fitting with GenX gave 5.6(2) and 9.1(2) MLs for LSMO 6 and LSMO 9, respectively, using the bulk LSMO lattice constant. The XRR fits also reveal that the films consist of an approximately 22-Å-thick interface region of higher optical density and, for LSMO 9, a second, graded, less dense surface layer (up to 20% less at the surface)\textsuperscript{28} of approximately 10 Å depth, which is probably caused by surface roughness and/or incomplete monolayer coverage. The XRR result for LSMO 6 is not in perfect agreement with the nominal 6 MLs. From
Table I and the growth oscillations, we have to conclude that this film has a thickness very close to 6 MLs. This is also supported by the fact that LSMO 9 is the continuation of the growth of LSMO 6.

2. Resistivity measurements

Experimental resistivity curves of LSMO 9 are shown in Fig. 2. The resistivity $\rho$ is relatively high, as would be expected for a film of only 9 ML thickness, and shows semiconducting behavior. Applying a field of $B=5$ T reduces $\rho$, i.e., we see a magnetoresistive effect. Note that the error bars (i.e., the standard deviations) below 310 K suddenly increase. We attribute this to the voltage limit of the PPMS. We get a negative magnetoresistance ratio $\Delta R/R_B=(R_B−R_0)/R_B=−7\%$ at 310 K. This value is far from being “colossal,” but consistent with other experimental observations for comparably thin films.7,8

The curves do not show the usual metal-insulator transition that one might expect for thicker, bulklike films. Instead, they resemble more semiconducting behavior, indicating the presence of an electrical dead layer at the substrate-film interface. Recent theoretical investigations reveal this to be an intrinsic phenomenon at a metal-insulator interface.30 These dead layers were found all to have similar thicknesses, independent of the substrate used: 5 (12), 5 (12), 3 (8), and 4 (10) nm (MLs) for LSMO grown on STO, LaAlO$_3$, NdGaO$_3$, and MgO, respectively.7–9 Interestingly, Sun et al.8 ruled out that the presence of these dead layers is caused by strain and concluded that the substrate-film interface and/or the surface must be chemically or structurally altered in LSMO thin films. Liao et al.7 gave a possible explanation for the simultaneous presence of magnetoresistance and high resistivity. From the observation of a spatially inhomogeneous metal-insulator transition, they concluded that phase separation leads to ferromagnetic metallic domains embedded in an insulating framework of the dead layer.

B. Structure

We present three selected CTRs [(11l), (22l), and (32l)] for each thickness plus the fit intensities in Fig. 3. The $R$ factors range from 8.2 to 16.3 % (see Table I). The atomic coordinates and occupation parameters of the films are available online.31 The discussion in the following sections is based on these data and will lead to the four main results of this work.

The surfaces of our thin films appear to have a low defect density, judged from inspection of the DW factors. Moreover, high-quality growth on STO can be achieved even for
thick LSMO films (i.e., several tens of nanometers), as can be seen from our RBS channeling results and the clear Kickuchi lines in the reflection high-energy electron-diffraction pattern \(^{13}\) or by atomic force microscopy.\(^{7,27}\)

C. Substrate-film interface

One of the main results of this work is the unusual behavior of the substrate-film interface. Tensile stress in-plane of the smaller LSMO unit cell grown on STO would, on its own, lead to a decrease in the out-of-plane lattice constant \(c\). We see, however, the opposite phenomenon (Fig. 4): All our films show an increase in the out-of-plane lattice constant across the interface, with a maximum deviation from bulk STO after about 3 MLs. For films thicker than 3 MLs, this dilatory layer is capped by a layer where \(c\) decreases again. If we were to assume a strained bulk lattice constant for films thicker than 3 MLs \((z \approx 3)\), the slope would be given by \(-0.09 \text{ Å}\). This is represented by the dotted line in Fig. 4. We note that \(c > c_{\text{LSMO strained}}\), i.e., the film is less strained than expected from this simple model taking only in-plane compressive strain into account.

Figure 4 also gives information on the reliability of the atomic positions, as the six films were grown on three different substrates. For the metallic sites, the positions are reproduced to within \(\pm 0.03 \text{ Å}\). The results for oxygen, with its low x-ray scattering power are likely to be significantly less reliable. Note also that the cumulative displacement in the very uppermost monolayer (i.e., at the growth surface) of the thinnest films \((1–3 \text{ MLs})\) may be less reliable because of surface roughness and/or incomplete occupancy.

An important issue to be addressed is interfacial roughness. The refined DW factors at the interface are comparable to the tabulated bulk values,\(^{32}\) indicating low uncertainties in the atomic positions. Sometimes, we note increased DW factors for Sr in the film. A possible explanation for this could be the preference of Sr to segregate, as discussed in Sec. III E. Our RBS channeling results for thicker films (\(\approx 130 \text{ nm}\)) reveal almost no interfacial crystallographic defects.\(^{13}\) We can therefore conclude that the interface roughness is low and plays a negligible role for any explanation of the behavior of the film-substrate interface.

As mentioned above, elongation of \(c\) at the interface cannot be explained by strain alone. A more likely explanation could involve the presence of ions in lower oxidation states. Such atoms have larger ionic radii and could account for the observed dilation. We will address this in the next section in more detail.

Finally, fitting of the \((002)\) Bragg peak of STO from laboratory-based \(\theta–2\theta\) scans using Voigt line profiles corroborated the increase in the out-of-plane lattice constant in LSMO 3, 4, and 9. Only LSMO 9 additionally showed a significant signal attributable to a \(c\) smaller than \(c_{\text{STO}}\), which probably can be associated with the upper MLs of the film.

D. Stoichiometry

We present the change in occupancies for the metallic sites across the substrate-film interface in Fig. 5. The transition from substrate to film is not abrupt, but proceeds gradually over two to three MLs and already starts in the nominally top ML of the STO substrate.

The COBRA results give clear evidence for the gradually changing interface (Fig. 1). It is unlikely that this effect is merely an artefact of the COBRA analysis, based on the following arguments. Ultra thin two-dimensional (2D)-grown films of the order of several MLs tend to mimic the substrate surface, i.e., flat substrate surfaces will translate to flat film surfaces. The COBRA results reveal such a behavior: The integrated electron density (ED) drops off very sharply within half a ML at the film surface, suggesting a flat film surface and a (initially) flat substrate surface. However, the ED gradually increases over approximately 3 MLs, sug-
suggesting that the gradual change of the stoichiometry across the interface is real.

We first focus on the Sr/La evolution. We use $x'$ to denote the Sr content of a specific ML (and La=1−$x'$). For the three thicker films, we see $x'$ changing from 0.85 to 0.4 as $z$ increases from −0.5 to 1.5. Above $z=1.5$, $x'\approx 0.3$, up to the topmost layer, where $x'$ suddenly increases again and reaches a typical value of $x'=0.72$. This can be explained by preferential Sr segregation and will be discussed below. For the three thinnest films, the crossover to more La than Sr does not take place. A possible explanation could be that Sr segregation competes with the establishment of the “nominal” stoichiometry ($x'=0.35$). The disagreement for LSMO 3 between the stoichiometry determined by structural refinement and by RBS (Table II) is probably because with only 3 MLs, we are close to the limit of depth resolution of RBS.

We turn now to the transition of Ti to Mn. The two elements are very hard to distinguish with nonresonant x-ray techniques, as their atomic numbers only differ by 3. The fact that their occupation parameters have distinct values and show consistent trends can be explained with the accurate approximation of the atomic form factors in FIT and the reliability of our SXRD data. There are, however, limitations, as can be seen in Fig. 5. The transition from Ti to Mn seems to indicate an enrichment of Mn, whereby the number of MnO$_2$ layers exceeds the nominal film thickness in MLs by 1, as can be seen by the Mn-rich ML of LSMO 1 below the nominal interface. However, it remains unclear where this extra Mn should come from. A more likely explanation for this could be the presence of additional Ti in the interface region, in combination with the fact of similar scattering behavior of Mn and Ti when probed with x rays. In Ref. 12 we found the STO substrate under thin film growth conditions to be terminated with a double TiO$_2$ layer. Moreover, growth oscillations show a peculiar behavior immediately after starting deposition, which could be interpreted as a fingerprint of the incorporation of the TiO$_2$-double layer into the film structure (see, for example, Fig. 1 in Ref. 14). From the COBRA results, we do not see that a TiO$_2$-double layer, as proposed in Ref. 12, is present at the substrate-film interface. But the integration of the additional TiO$_2$-layer material into the film structure remains an interesting suggestion. More work on the growth modes of LSMO thin films has to be carried out to resolve this issue unambiguously.

We are now able to summarize the evolution of the stoichiometry for LSMO thin films. Figure 6 shows a general depth profile with typical values for metal occupations across the interface, in the film, and at the surface for an idealized 9-ML-thick LSMO film, based on the average experimental values in Fig. 5.

As we recently showed in the case of LaAlO$_3$ on TiO$_2$-terminated STO, the valence state of the metal ion in

![FIG. 5.](image-url) Occupancies across the substrate-film interface (dashed line) for different film thicknesses. The change in stoichiometry takes place over approximately three unit cells. Sr = black ●, La = red ■, Ti = green ◆, Mn = blue ▲.

![FIG. 6.](image-url) Evolution of the stoichiometries for an idealized film of 9-ML thickness. Sr = black ●, La = red ■, Ti = green ◆, Mn = blue ▲. The dotted lines are guides to the eye.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LSMO</th>
<th>FIT</th>
<th>RBS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II. Average occupation parameters determined with FIT compared with RBS results for La and Sr.
the center of the oxygen octahedron is crucial to explain the dilation across the film-STO interface. Above 2.5 MLs (where we also observe the dilation maximum), we note that according to the general picture in Fig. 6, the La$^{3+}$ occupation is established. We thus also have the highest concentration of (high-spin) Mn$^{3+}$ that has an ionic radius 0.115 Å larger than Mn$^{4+}$. Moreover, the films seem to be Mn rich at the interface, which would explain the increase of c at the interface and the subsequent decrease after the interfacial region. But the argument would still hold if instead of Mn a higher concentration of Ti was assumed, due to the additional Ti from the double layer, as the ionic radius of Ti$^{3+}$ is 0.065 Å larger than that of Ti$^{4+}$. Either way, an enrichment of Sr towards the film surface. Moreover, any kinetic barrier write the total free energy $F$ for a multicomponent system using a simple statistical model of segregation:

$$F = \sum_{{i}} n_i^s g_i^s + n_i^f g_i^f - k_B T \ln \Omega,$$

where $n_i^s$ and $n_i^f$ are the number of surface and film atoms of type i, and $g_i^s$ and $g_i^f$ are the individual Gibbs free energies, respectively. $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant, $T$ is the temperature, and $\Omega$ is the entropy due to the mixing of the compounds. The competition of minimizing the free energy terms of the individual components and maximizing the entropy causes the segregation.

We can derive an Arrhenius expression for the two component system, depending on the occupation x:

$$x_s = x_f \exp \left( \frac{-H}{k_B T} \right),$$

where $x_s = n_s^f/n_s^s$ and $x_f = n_f^s/n_f^s$ depend on the surface and film stoichiometry, respectively, and $H$ is the segregation enthalpy. Using the values we summarized for the stoichiometry evolution in Fig. 6 ($x_s=0.57$, $x_f=0.429$), we obtain $H=-15$ kJ/mol (or $-0.16$ eV for a Sr site) for the segregation of Sr towards the film surface. Moreover, any kinetic barrier can be easily overcome by the energy transfer from the impinging particles of typically 5–25 eV kinetic energy during PLD growth.

E. Strontium segregation

The film surface consistently shows a higher Sr content in the topmost ML than the film average. We attribute this to Sr segregation. The effect of segregation of the divalent site has been discussed before and was suggested to either behave exponentially or occur exclusively in the outermost layer. We cannot infer an exponential behavior from the data shown in Fig. 5, but do support a Sr-rich topmost unit cell. Moreover, the nature of the terminating layer at the film surface, either SrO (Ref. 37) or MnO$_2$ (Ref. 39), has been discussed in the literature. The COBRA results, on which the fits are based, demonstrate that the surface is terminated with a MnO$_2$ atomic layer. There is only a negligible amount of extra material above the nominal surface ML, in agreement with what one would expect for PLD growth on TiO$_2$-terminated STO substrates. Our fit results support this: the addition of a partially occupied extra Sr/La-O atomic layer on top of the surface led to coverages at most of the order of the uncertainty of a laser burst, i.e., 7 to 8% of a ML. Note also that the addition of such a sparsely occupied overlayer in the fit had no effect on the Sr enrichment of the complete (real) surface beneath it. In other words, the Sr enrichment is real and cannot be an artefact caused by a partially occupied overlayer.

Indeed, we can explain the observed Sr segregation by an intrinsic growth phenomenon, since LSMO 9 is a continuation from LSMO 6, i.e., both are grown on the same STO sample, and both films show a Sr enrichment only at the surface layer of the film. A surface segregation phenomenon suggests different enthalpies of the surface and film. We can write the total free energy $F$ for a multicomponent system using a simple statistical model of segregation:

$$F = \sum_{{i}} n_i^s g_i^s + n_i^f g_i^f - k_B T \ln \Omega,$$

where $n_i^s$ and $n_i^f$ are the number of surface and film atoms of type i, and $g_i^s$ and $g_i^f$ are the individual Gibbs free energies, respectively. $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant, $T$ is the temperature, and $\Omega$ is the entropy due to the mixing of the compounds. The competition of minimizing the free energy terms of the individual components and maximizing the entropy causes the segregation.

We can derive an Arrhenius expression for the two component system, depending on the occupation x:

$$x_s = x_f \exp \left( \frac{-H}{k_B T} \right),$$

where $x_s = n_s^f/n_s^s$ and $x_f = n_f^s/n_f^s$ depend on the surface and film stoichiometry, respectively, and $H$ is the segregation enthalpy. Using the values we summarized for the stoichiometry evolution in Fig. 6 ($x_s=0.57$, $x_f=0.429$), we obtain $H=-15$ kJ/mol (or $-0.16$ eV for a Sr site) for the segregation of Sr towards the film surface. Moreover, any kinetic barrier can be easily overcome by the energy transfer from the impinging particles of typically 5–25 eV kinetic energy during PLD growth.34

F. Bandwidth

At a fixed hole density x, the properties of the manganites are affected by distortions of the ideal cubic geometry, qualitatively expressed by the tolerance factor $\Gamma=(r_A+r_O)/[\sqrt{2}(r_A+r_O)]$. The transport properties depend on the overlap of the Mn sites with the O 2p orbitals, which in turn is determined by the Mn-O-Mn angle $\phi$. $\phi<180^\circ$ result in a reduced electron hopping amplitude, proportional to $\cos\phi$. In the case of LSMO, the tolerance factor $\Gamma=0.98$ (for $x=0.35$), and $\phi<180^\circ$, and the tendency towards charge localization increases. Furthermore, in the Hubbard picture, the electron hopping term t is not only dependent on the bond angle $\phi$, but also on the length of the Mn-O bond as $1/(d_{Mn-O})^{\alpha}$, where $\alpha>1$. We therefore expect changes in $T_C$ when $\phi$ and/or $d_{Mn-O}$ change. This simple picture qualitatively explains the different Curie temperatures of $T_C=370$ K, $T_C=250$ K, and $T_C=100$ K observed at a doping level of $x=0.3$ in La$\_x$Sr$\_y$MnO$_3$ ($\Gamma=0.98$), La$\_x$Ca$\_y$MnO$_3$ ($\Gamma=0.97$), and Pr$\_x$Ca$\_y$MnO$_3$ ($\Gamma=0.92$), respectively.

The electronic bandwidth $W$ is directly proportional to the electronic hopping term t in the Hubbard model, i.e., the
ability of the Mn$^{3+} \varepsilon_g$ electrons to interact with the neighboring Mn$^{4+}$ site via the O 2$p$ orbital in order to develop the long-range ferromagnetic ordering in these materials. As a rule of thumb, the transition temperature $T_C$ from a paramagnetic-insulating to a ferromagnetic conducting state increases with larger $W$. Note that this is usually accompanied by a reduction of the magnetoresistive effect.

The bandwidth $W$ is influenced most by two relatively easily accessible structural quantities: the angle $\phi$ of a Mn-O-Mn bond and the Mn-O bond length $d_{\text{Mn-O}}$. For perovskite structures, $W$ is a straightforward result of the tight-binding approximation. Empirically, the dependence of $W$ on the bond angle and bond distance is given by:

$$W \propto \frac{\cos \omega}{(d_{\text{Mn-O}})^{\frac{1}{3}}},$$

where $\omega=(\pi-\phi)/2$. Note that for calculations, average values for $\phi$ and $d_{\text{Mn-O}}$ are usually taken, as one is interested in $W$ for the complete layer of material. In the bulk, $\phi=166^\circ$, whereas the films of this work had bond angles $162^\circ < \phi < 176^\circ$. Moreover, as we pointed out in Sec. III C, the oxygen positions are less accurately determined compared to the metallic sites. Thus a modification of Eq. (3) probably leads to more reliable results under the assumption that $\sin \phi/2 \approx 1$:

$$W \propto \frac{1}{(d_{\text{Mn-Mn}}/2)^{3.5}},$$

where $d_{\text{Mn-Mn}}/2$ is taken as the estimate for $d_{\text{Mn-O}}$.

Using Eq. (4), the refined atomic positions were taken to calculate the electronic bandwidth $W$ for different film thicknesses, both ML for ML [Fig. 7(a)], and $\overline{W}$, averaged and weighted for different Mn occupations [Fig. 7(b)]. For comparison, $W$ was calculated using the bulk LSMO lattice constant.

For the three thinnest films in Fig. 7(a), $W$ is either significantly below the bulk value (LSMO 1) or rapidly decreasing (LSMO 2 and 3). LSMO 3 indeed has a resistance too high to be measured using our four-point setup. LSMO 4 has bandwidths comparable to that of the bulk. However, we could not measure any electrical conductance across LSMO 4. Whether this is due to insufficient experimental sensitivity or because this film is in fact insulating cannot be assessed. For the two thickest films, $W$ is very close to the bulk value. Additionally, the averaged bandwidth $\overline{W}$ in Fig. 7(b) shows that for the thinner films (LSMO 1–4), the bandwidth is quite different from the bulk value. On the other hand, $\overline{W}$ for the two thickest films is very close to the bulk value. This suggests that magnetoresistive behavior becomes established between 6 and 9 MLs. The onset of magnetoresistive behavior of films of a thickness of 9 or more MLs can therefore be expected, and was indeed experimentally found in this work.

It is important to note that the mostly insulating properties of the surface when measuring the electrical resistance do not exclude the existence of magnetoresistance, as can be seen in Fig. 2 and in other experimental observations.7 We thus can confirm that the presence of an electrical dead layer does not imply an absence of magnetoresistance.

Finally, we note that the last data point of $W$ in Fig. 7(a) is always somewhat lower compared to the next to last point. A possible explanation could involve the tendency of Sr to segregate towards the surface. This leads to a lower concentration of $\varepsilon_g$ electrons (and accordingly a higher hole concentration), which is reflected in the lower $W$ value at the film surface. This might have important consequences for other experimental techniques probing mainly the surface such as x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, and helps to explain angle-resolved photoemission data on this system.46

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We grew La$_{1-x}$Sr$_x$MnO$_3$ ($x=0.35$) thin films monolayer by monolayer on SrTiO$_3$(001) with thicknesses of 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 9 MLs using pulsed laser deposition. We recorded large sets of structure factors for each film in situ by surface x-ray diffraction. The structures were analyzed using the di-
rect method technique COBRA and subsequent refinement of the atomic positions.

We observe an inherent dilation of the substrate-film interface perpendicular to the surface. The atomic positions of the substrate-film interface are well defined, indicative of low roughness. However, the transition from substrate to film is not abrupt: The stoichiometry changes over approximately three unit cells. The MnO$_2$-terminated film surfaces are Sr enriched in the topmost monolayer, due to a segregation process. This enthalpy is estimated to be of the order of $\sim 15$ kJ/mol (or $\sim 0.16$ eV/Sr). Using the refined atomic positions, we calculated the electronic bandwidths for comparison with bulk LSMO. This led to the suggestion of an onset of magnetoresistance of nine or more MLs. The resistivity measurements for the 9-ML-thick LSMO film indeed confirm magnetoresistance, but they also indicate the presence of an electrically insulating dead layer, in agreement with other experimental observations for such very thin films.
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25. The $R$ factor used here is defined as $R(|F|) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N}|F_{i}\text{exp}| - |F_{i}\text{calc}|}{\sum_{i=1}^{N}|F_{i}\text{exp}|}$, where $|F|$ is the amplitude of the structure factor.
26. Note that PLD grows blocks of complete unit cells (i.e., ML by ML), and not layer by layer as, e.g., molecular beam epitaxy does.
28. We analyzed in addition the XRR curve of a 17-ML-thick film that confirmed the presence of an $\sim 20$-Å-thick interface layer (although less dense). We thus can exclude that the two different optical densities shown in LSMO 6 and 9 are a result from the continuation of film growth on the STO sample.
29. Note that in Fig. 2, we use the relationship $p = RGA/l$, where $A$ is the film cross section, $l$ is the distance between the electrodes, and $G = \pi/\ln(\sqrt{2})$ is a geometrical factor which accounts for the fact that the electric field lines do not run parallel through the film, but have a radial component. This factor of approximately 10 accounts for the apparent anomalously high resistivity compared to other literature values quoting the normal sheet resistivity.
See EPAPS Document No. E-PRBMD-77-063804 for tabulated atomic coordinates and occupation parameters in ASCII format. For more information on EPAPS, see http://www.aip.org/pubservs/epaps.html.


Note that we also tried to fit the occupation parameters for the metallic sites for \( z \leq -1 \), but did not notice significant changes from nominal values of 0 and 1. In order to reduce the number of free parameters, we did not fit occupation parameters with \( z \leq -1 \).
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